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Somehow or other the youth managed to satisfy his
examiners. Perhaps he charmed them as he did the
courtiers; perhaps these scholars were too much in
awe of the Chancellor and the other tutors present to
give him bad marks when he obviously satisfied those in
power. At any rate, there is no record that Francis
ever failed in any of these periodical examinations. He
was a success at the Court of Vienna.
There is, unfortunately, no record of the first meeting
in Prague of Francis and Maria Theresa, but her later
attitude clearly shows that she succumbed to hero-
worship from the start. During the six years that he
lived at the Hofburg she must have seen him, or at least
caught a glimpse of him, almost daily, in the courtyard
of the Palace, in the passages, in the chapel during Mass.
His physical strength, his friendly manner to every one,
which later developed into a lack of discrimination,
made him a splendid object of romantic attachment for
a little girl who had no brothers and had therefore never
learned to be critical of boys. He was an integral part
of her life for as long as she could remember. From her
earliest childhood she spoke of him with bated breath,
listened in awe to the tales of his feats on the hunting
field, was thrilled whenever she saw him.
By the time she was in her early teens she was
seriously in love with him, and resolved to marry him.
She apparently made no secret of her feelings, for Sir
Thomas Robinson^ reported to Lord Harrington that
" notwithstanding her lofty humour by day " she " sighs
and pines all night for her Duke of Lorraine. If she
sleeps it is only to dream of him, if she wakes it is but
to talk of him to the lady-in-waiting; so that there is
no more probability of her forgetting the very individual
government, and the very individual husband which she
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